Researchers observe 'locked' electron pairs in a superconductor cuprate

August 15 2024, by David Krause

This is a graphic drawing that represents how electrons lock together in a superconducting material. Credit: Greg Stewart/SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory

For the past century since their discovery, superconductors and their mysterious atomic properties have left researchers in awe. These special materials allow electricity to flow through them without any energy loss. They even allow trains to levitate.

But superconductors typically only work at extremely cold temperatures. When these materials are heated, they become ordinary conductors, which allow electricity to flow but with some energy lost; or insulators,
Researchers have been hard at work looking for superconductor materials that can perform their magic at higher temperatures—perhaps even room temperature someday. Finding or building such a material could change modern technology, from computers and cell phones to the electric grid and transportation. Furthermore, the unique quantum state of superconductors also makes them excellent building blocks for quantum computers.

Now, researchers have observed that a necessary characteristic of a superconductor—called electron pairing—occurs at much higher temperatures than previously thought, and in a material where one least expects it—an antiferromagnetic insulator. Although the material did not have zero resistance, this finding suggests researchers might be able to find ways to engineer similar materials into superconductors that operate at higher temperatures.

The research team from SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Stanford University, and other institutions has published its results in Science.

"The electron pairs are telling us that they are ready to be superconducting, but something is stopping them," said Ke-Jun Xu, a Stanford graduate student in applied physics and paper co-author. "If we can find a new method to synchronize the pairs, we could apply that to possibly building higher temperature superconductors."

**Out-of-sync electrons**

Over the past 100 years, researchers have learned a lot about how exactly superconductors work. We know, for instance, that for a material to superconduct, electrons have to pair off, and these pairs must be
coherent—i.e., their movements must be synchronized. If electrons are paired but incoherent, the material might end up being an insulator.

In superconductors, the electrons act like two reticent people at a dance party. At first, neither person wants to dance with the other. But then the DJ plays a song that both people like, allowing them to relax. They notice one another enjoying the song and become attracted from afar—they have paired but have not yet become coherent.

This is a graphic drawing of two electrons that go from out-of-sync to in-sync in a superconducting material. Credit: Greg Stewart/SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory

Then the DJ plays a new song, one that both people absolutely love. Suddenly, the two people pair and start to dance. Soon everyone at the dance party follows their lead: They all come together and start dancing to the same new tune. At this point, the party becomes coherent; it is in a superconducting state.

In the new study, the researchers observed electrons in a middle stage, where the electrons had locked eyes, but were not getting up to dance.
Cuprates acting oddly

Not long after superconductors were first discovered, researchers found that the thing that got electrons paired up and dancing was vibrations in the underlying material itself. This kind of electron pairing happens in a class of materials known as conventional superconductors, which are well understood, said Zhi-Xun Shen, a Stanford professor and investigator with the Stanford Institute for Materials and Energy Sciences (SIMES) at SLAC, who supervised the research. Conventional superconductors work at temperatures typically close to absolute zero, below 25 Kelvin, in ambient pressure.

Unconventional superconductors—such as the copper oxide material, or cuprate, in the current study—work at significantly higher temperatures, sometimes up to 130 Kelvin. In cuprates, it is widely believed something beyond lattice vibrations helps pair up electrons. Although researchers aren't sure exactly what's behind it, the leading candidate is fluctuating electron spins, which cause the electrons to pair and dance with a higher angular momentum.

This phenomenon is known as a wave channel—and early indications of such a novel state were seen in an experiment at SSRL about three decades ago. Understanding what drives electron pairing in cuprates could help design superconductors that work at higher temperatures.

In this project, scientists chose a cuprate family that had not been studied in depth because its maximum superconducting temperature was relatively low—25 Kelvin—compared to other cuprates. Even worse, most members of this family are good insulators.

To see the atomic details of the cuprate, researchers shined ultraviolet light onto material samples, which eject electrons from the material. When the electrons are bound, they are slightly more resistant to being
ejected, resulting in an "energy gap." This energy gap persists up to 150 Kelvin, suggesting that electrons are paired at much higher temperatures than the zero resistance state at about 25 Kelvin. The most unusual finding of this study is that the pairing is the strongest in the most insulating samples.

The cuprate in the study might not be the material to reach superconductivity at room temperature, around 300 Kelvin, Shen said. "But maybe in another superconductor material family, we can use this knowledge for hints to get closer to room temperature," he said.

"Our findings open a potentially rich new path forward," Shen said. "We plan to study this pairing gap in the future to help engineer superconductors using new methods. On the one hand, we plan to use similar experimental approaches at SSRL to gain further insight into this incoherent pairing state. On the other hand, we want to find ways to manipulate these materials to perhaps coerce these incoherent pairs into synchronization."
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